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Off balance sheet activities are the primary context of financial innovation of 
commercial banks. During the diffusion process of this financial innovation, banking 
regulation plays an important role. With the opening of financial market in China, off 
balance sheet activities are the trend of development of Chinese banking business. 
How to exert its advantages while repress its disadvantages, is meaningful for the 
reform of Chinese banking sector. These days, capital requirement regulation is 
becoming the primary means of banking regulation; under the circumstance of the 
progress of off balance sheet activities in Chinese commercial banking sector, whether 
this kind of banking regulation is appropriate, and how good it works deserve our 
deeper investigation. 
Following the dialectical logic, this paper analyses the theoretical principle, 
calculation standard and effectiveness of capital requirement regulation, and the 
development of off balance sheet activities in Chinese commercial banking sector. 
First of all, this paper examines and explains theoretical principle and calculation 
standard of capital requirement regulation, then though empirically analyzing the 
relation between capital, off balance sheet activities and risk under capital 
requirement regulation pressure. This paper concludes that: capital requirement 
regulation could cause discrimination, which in turn could lead to regulation arbitrage; 
the scale of off-balance sheet activities has significant effect on the adjustment of 
capital and risk, especially, it will enlarge bank’s risk exposure degree, therefore, 
counting on capital requirement regulation to control bank’s off-balance sheet 
activities and further control bank’s risk exposure degree may be ineffectiveness. 
Further, this paper discusses the development and regulation of off balance sheet 
activities in Chinese commercial banking sector, and suggests that financial 
innovation of off-balance sheet activities is the future Chinese commercial banking 
sector, however the imperfectness of capital requirement regulation and the actuality 
of Chinese commercial banking sector imply that we cannot copy the New Basel 
Accord. Therefore, in order to performance effective regulation, the implement of 
capital requirement regulation must take the China’s specialty into account. 
The main contributions in this paper include: 1. by using empirical analytical 
tool, we exam the dynamic relation between off balance sheet activities and capital 
requirement regulation, and discuss the effectiveness of capital requirement regulation. 
2. In order to fill the research blank, we systemically study the progress of off balance 
sheet activities in Chinese commercial banking sector from both theoretical and 
empirical dimensions, and provide effective regulation pattern that suits for Chinese 
specialty. 3. Through thorough analysis of micro operation mechanic and potential 
risk, we provide some useful insight of banking regulation, which consists with 
operation efficiency and financial stability.  
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